
MUMBAI DABBAWALAH

Since , Dressed in white outfit and traditional Gandhi Cap, Mumbai Army of 5, Dabbawalas fulfilling the hunger of almost
, Mumbaikar with.

A single dabba goes through six dabbawalas before it reaches the consumer. I asked the head of the
organization how often they made a mistake. Fines are imposed for alcohol, tobacco, being out of uniform,
and absenteeism. Recommended Mumbai Tours. Although I was still at school, my father requested my help
with the deliveries. Just ask Forbes". BBC news. Because of my experience of working with my father, I had
the opportunity to get acquainted with people in white-collar jobs. He points at the stickers and symbols on top
of a tiffin being loaded off the cart at the train station. When I had my first child, my first instinct was that I
should let him study. Medge told Subrata Chakravarty, the lead author of the "Fast Food" article by Forbes
where this claim first appeared, [27] that dabbawalas make a mistake "almost never, maybe once every two
months" and this statement was extrapolated by Subrata Chakravarty to be a rate of "one mistake in 8 million
deliveries. The markings include the railway station to unload the boxes and the destination building delivery
address. Therefore, the whole system depends on symbols, signs, and colours for organisation, and delivery of
lunch boxes. So how and why, I wonder, is this analogue approach still so popular, and successful?
Tiffin-wallahs are self-employed. I did the math, which works out to one mistake in 8 million deliveriesâ€”or
16 million, since the tiffin carriers are returned home each day. He said almost never, maybe once every two
months. Everything from new Bollywood movies to big city events are advertised on the lunchboxes using
stickers and tie-on labelsâ€”with a guaranteed audience of , people a day. So, if you happen to be in Mumbai
for a trip, meeting up a dabbawala at key train stations like Victoria Terminus, Churchgate, Bombay Central
etc. I worked in this profession till  Indian road traffic makes way for no-one. The six sigma, ISO and many
other certificates given to us by external agencies has further corroborated the high quality of work being done
by us. But it is commonly associated with a statistic of 1. Every dabbawala earn the same salary regardless of
his job role i.


